Dear parents/carers,
Following Mrs Mitchell’s letter in regards to home learning. We have now made a few changes to the
timetable these are as followed.
The children will be organised into groups for Maths (circle, triangle, square )and experience
(penguin, tortoise and parrot) please see tapestry to find out which group and videos to access for
your child’s home learning.
By each lesson it will say whether it is Must should could
We are suggesting that Maths, Phonics and Experience (Literacy) are Must
The project/inspired play and wellbeing lessons are should
Chilli challenges/extensions, forest school and effective communication are could
Please find a weekly overview of the learning below. This will be uploaded every Sunday night.
Any queries do not hesitate to email.
Many thanks
The EYFS team

1st March 2021

Experience/Learning
The Great Pet Sale

Day

Teams- Scavenger hunt linked to the alphabet.
Lit- The Great Pet Sale – creating a list of animals
from the story. Adding adjectives to describe each
animal.
Maths- Money- Using different coins to make the same
value.

Day

TeamsLit- Choosing favorite animal from the story and mind
mapping adjectives to describe it.
Maths- Discussing which amount costs more or less
and justifying our answers.

Day

Teams- Coins more/less
Lit- Writing a sentence using ‘and’ to join two
adjectives together.
Maths- Adding 2 prices together to find the total.

Day

Teams– Planning our return to school – come with
some ideas for what you would like to do when we are
back in the classroom. World book day Activity.
Literacy- Creating a poster to advertise their chosen
animal.
Maths- Finding the total and problem solving using our
knowledge of money

Day

Teams– Today we will be sharing the posters from this
week's learning.
Forest school
Effective communication
Literacy/Maths- Reflection
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